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Banks can play a vital role in helping survivors of human trafficking to establish financial stability as

they recover from the trauma of modern slavery, write Sarah Dohoney Byrne, Maha Khan, and Leona
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The United States faces an alarming reality: approximately three in every 1,000 people within its

borders live in conditions of modern slavery, including forced labor and human traf�cking. This eye-

opening statistic challenges the misperception that this heinous crime only occurs in low-income

countries. It also helps to explain why federal �nancial regulators, including the U.S. Treasury

Department, Financial Crimes Enforcement Network and Of�ce of the Comptroller of the Currency,

have designated human traf�cking as one of the most signi�cant threats facing the nation's �nancial

sector, and identi�ed it as a new anti-money-laundering/countering the �nancing of terrorism, or

AML/CFT, national priority.

While the regulatory focus on modern slavery prevention is important — in particular the routine

monitoring of suspicious transactions — the �nancial sector also needs to focus on �nancial inclusion.

Survivors are often excluded from �nancial services when they do not have of�cial identity

documentation, good credit history or a permanent address. In conjunction with stronger anti-

�nancial-crime efforts, �nancial inclusion programming can go far to enhance victims' access to

meaningful �nancial products and is a proven means to effectively protect populations vulnerable to

modern slavery.

As long-time advocates for traf�cking victims — and given emerging data that indicates traf�cking

survivors experience rampant �nancial exploitation during and following traf�cking — we believe it is

absolutely vital that the industry works to grow and improve �nancial inclusion programs for modern

slavery survivors. According to Polaris' 2023 National Survivor Study, over 60% of survivors reported

experiencing �nancial abuse by their traf�cker. They were also twice as likely to be unbanked and 11

times more likely to take out a payday loan compared to the general U.S. population.

We applaud the many banks that have taken steps, both formally and informally, to facilitate victim

restitution and �nancial inclusion, including the 14 banks that directly partnered with the United

Nations University Centre for Policy Research's Finance Against Slavery and Traf�cking initiative.
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The more than 3,000 survivor bank accounts opened so far as a result of this partnership via the

Survivor Inclusion Initiative is a milestone worth celebrating, but it can't stop there. To carry this

momentum forward, more �nancial institutions need to address the exclusion that survivors face and

explore how they can expand their offers to further enhance survivors' �nancial health and support

networks.

C R E D I T  U N I O N S

Banks, credit unions get dementia training to �ght �nancial abuse

More elderly consumers are being diagnosed with Alzheimer's and dementia — making them vulnerable to

scammers. Financial institutions are seeking special certi�cations to better equip themselves to help.

By Ken McCarthy

September 20

One U.S.-based survivor described how their �nancial exclusion was a consequence of their

exploitation: "Traf�ckers force victims under duress to commit crimes and traf�ckers steal their

victims' social security numbers to take out loans, consumer credit, [and] residential leases often not

making payments which ultimately forces the victim to default leaving a survivor's credit irreparable."
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SII's goal is to help banks expand �nancial access to survivors while still complying with know-your-

customer and AML policies through the use of Financial Action Task Force-endorsed simpli�ed or

alternative customer due diligence. These measures include allowing for non-documentary forms of

identi�cation; alternative addresses for safety needs; and waivers of penalties for low- or no-balance

accounts, overdrafts and delinquent credit histories.

In short, as the aforementioned survivor eloquently stated, it's about "putting the human element

back into banking" to give survivors across the nation greater access to not only banking services but

also �nancial literacy.

Qualitative and quantitative research proves that the relationships between banks and survivor

support organizations such as the SII are vital in helping survivors understand, and therefore

leverage, their rights to �nancial access. No matter one's role in the �nancial sector, there are

undoubtedly opportunities to unite more intentionally and strategically in the �ght against modern

slavery and for traf�cking victims. And the more we dig in as a sector, the more we all can learn, share

best practices and re�ne these life-changing efforts to expand �nancial access to unbanked and

underbanked populations nationally and globally.

Sarah Dohoney Byrne Member, Moore & Van Allen

Maha Khan Financial Sector Lead, Finance Against Slavery And Trafficking

Leona Vaughn, Ph.D. Vulnerable Populations Lead, Finance Against Slavery And Trafficking
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Do you have an accidental manager? Here's how to manage up

These accidental managers, while usually well-meaning, can lack the skills and

experience necessary to effectively lead their teams. This is dubbed the...
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A love for data jump started the career of Citizens' chief experience
of�cer: The Climb

Beth Johnson, a self-described math geek, is driving the bank's ESG strategy and training its employees to keep pace

with industry trends.

By Mary Ellen Egan

12m ago
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TRENDING
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Allow private capital to provide liquidity to Ginnie Mae servicers

Banks and other private lenders could help ease the liquidity crisis facing some companies that service Ginnie Mae

mortgages, but are currently prevented from doing so by the agency's rules. A simple �x would bene�t everyone

involved.

By Edward DeMarco

1h ago

E A R N I N G S

Key is downbeat on U.S. economy, upbeat on its own outlook

The Cleveland-based bank is projecting steady growth in net interest income even as credit losses remain

manageable. But Chairman and CEO Chris Gorman also said that he thinks a recession is likely.

By John Reosti

April 18
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Key is downbeat on U.S. economy, upbeat
on its own outlook

The Cleveland-based bank is projecting steady growth in net interest

income even as credit losses remain manageable. But Chairman and

CEO Chris Gorman also said that he thinks a recession is likely.

Apr 18, 2024

Connecticut's special banking charter �nds
a new purpose

Banking Circle US is the �rst company to use Connecticut's uninsured

bank charter for wholesale and merchant activities. This kind of

charter makes sense for payments �rms, but questions persist about

overall viability.

Apr 17, 2024
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THE MEGABANK THAT IS ALWAYS REBUILDING
Citigroup has long been criticized as overly complex and underperforming. Will CEO Jane Fraser succeed where

her predecessors failed in pushing through a corporate transformation?

House banking panel advances measures to
nullify credit card, ESG rules

The House Financial Services Committee also sent to the full House

two bipartisan bills, including one that would prevent large banks

from opting out of having to recognize Accumulated Other

Comprehensive Income in regulatory capital.

Apr 18, 2024

After bruising quarter, Synovus sees credit
stability ahead

Charge-offs and nonperforming loans rose at the Georgia bank in the

�rst quarter. But it blamed the problem on one large client and said

the matter has been resolved.

Apr 18, 2024

How commercial real estate challenges are
affecting banking

A combination of higher interest rates and increased vacancies —

especially in of�ce buildings — are leading to more apprehensions in

commercial real estate.

Apr 8, 2024

First Horizon bucks trend as deposit costs
slow

Rising deposit costs have plagued banks in general, and the Tennessee

bank had to pay up to bolster liquidity after its failed merger with TD.

But First Horizon retained customers in the �rst quarter while not

paying them the special rates they got last year.

Apr 17, 2024
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